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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A prefabricated insert-leaf, with or without printed mat 
ter and adapted to be mounted between the leaves of a 
telephone or similar directory, dictionary or the like and 
having an elongated ?exible struck out ribbon-like tongue. 
This tongue embodies like half-portions which can be 
folded and creased to provide several companion plies 
providing a ?nger-grippable suitably lettered book index 
ing tab. The outwardly folded tongue has reversely folded 
second and third plies, the second ply being threaded 
through an appropriate precut slit and the free or termi 
nal ply being sandwiched between coordinating portions 
of the ?rst and second plies to provide a triple ply tab. 

This invention relates to a prefabricated ready-to-use 
normally ?at special purpose paper or sheet material in 
sert or leaf capable of being mounted for use between the 
customarily bound leaves of a book such as, for example, 
a bible, telephone or similar directory, dictionary, cata 
logue or the like and has to do, more particularly, with a 
leaf having a keeper slit and a struck out manually bend 
able tongue which can be folded outwardly, reversely 
bent or folded, passed through the slit, and again folded 
outwardly in a manner to provide a satisfactorily strong 
and durable book indexing tab. 

Brie?y, the concept pertains to structurally and func 
tionally novel indexing means for the obverse and also 
the reverse pages or sides of alphabetically coordinating 
leaves of various books which lend themselves to de— 
sirable quick-reference use of lettered or equivalently des 
ignated indexing tabs. More speci?cally, the means pre 
ferred comprises a plurality of auxiliary insert-leaves 
cooperatively sandwiched and bound between the an 
chored portions of said main leaves and having free mnau 
ally turnable outward marginal edges coinciding with co 
acting turnable outward marginal edges of said main 
leaves, each'indexing means embodying an elongate rib 
bon-like ?exible tongue having an inward end joined to 
a predetermined portion of the coacting insert-leaf and 
a free outward end projecting a nominal but signi?cant 0 
distance beyond an oriented portion of said manually 
turnable marginal edge, reversely folded upon itself and 
having a terminal portion directed toward and joined with 
a predetermined edge portion of said leaf and providing a 
?nger-grippable book indexing tab. 

Stated somewhat more speci?cally, the invention has to 
do with a prefabricated ready-to-use auxiliary insert-leaf, 
that is, a paper or an equivalent leaf which resembles in 
shape and size one of the main leaves in the book. This 
leaf can be blank at the manufactured stage or it can 
be expressly printed With advertising media of whatever 
character desired. It can be on heavier sheet material for 
long lasting requirements. It has an inward marginal edge 
capable of being ?ttingly bound or anchored between the 
bound portions of the usual printed leaves of the book, 
catalogue or the like. A prescribed portion of the body of 
insert-leaf is provided preferably near the median top por 
tion with a horizontally elongated relatively narrow 
struck-out tongue. The cutting out of the tongue provides 
an elongated slot. The slot terminates at its respective 
transverse ends inwardly of the lengthwise marginal edges 
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of the insert leaf. A portion of the leaf also has a slit 
formed therein. This slit is of a length which corresponds 
with the width of the bendable tongue. It is located be 
tween an outer attached and bendable end of the tongue 
and slot and the adjacent outer turnable marginal edge 
of the insert-leaf. It is spaced inwardly from and is paral 
lel with the stated marginal edge and provides a guide as 
well as a keeper for that portion of the tongue which is 
threaded therethrough and thus partly held in place. One 
transverse end of the tongue is integrally but foldably 
joined to an outward transverse end of the slot. The 
tongue has a fold line midway between its ends which 
transforms the tongue into equal half-portions. These half 
portions are proportional in length and width that they 
can be folded and creased to provide the aforementioned 
three distinguishable but cooperatively complemental tab 
forming plies. It is also within the purview of the inven 
tion that the obverse surface of the tongue can be pro 
vided to the left and right respectively of the fold line 
with printed indicia such as the letters C-D, for example, 
which are adapted to facilitate the use of the tongue when 
it is being used as the desired indexing tab. 

These together with other objects and advantages which 
will become subsequently apparent reside in the details 
of construction and operation as more fully hereinafter 
described and claimed, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like 
numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a typical book, a telephone 
directory for example, showing the halves of the book 
swung open and showing the outstanding accessible ?n 
ger-grippable tabs suitably lettered and also showing at 
the right portions of certain pages broken away to expose 
one of the special purpose insert-leaves. 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary plan view illustrating an up 

per part of the insert-leaf and showing the tongue in its 
normal intact state, that is, before it pushed out for pur 
poses of forming the desired indexing tab. 

FIG. 3 is a view also in plan and fragmentarily shown 
with the bendable tongue pressed out and readied for 
reverse folding in a step-by-step manner. 

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary perspective view showing the 
next step beyond FIG. 3 and wherein the tongue is be 
ing fashioned into the desired indexing tab and showing, 
more particularly, the free end of the second half portion 
passed partly to the slit and curled in readiness to de?ne 
the three coacting plies. 

FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 4 in plan and frag 
mentarily illustrated and wherein the folds have been 
properly interrelated to provide the ?nished indexing 
tab. 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary detail section taken 

on the plane of the section line 6-—6 of FIG. 5. 
And FIG. 7 is a plan view of the telephone directory 

closed and with the stepped alphabetically arranged tabs 
in viewable ready-to-use positions and relationship. 
The book is denoted, generally stated, by the numeral 

8. It is understood that the term “book” is intended to 
comprehend a telephone or similar directory, a catalogue, 
a dictionary, or the like. The aforementioned main or 
regular leaves of the book are denoted by the numeral 
10. The book covers are denoted at 12 and binding at 14. 

Broadly stated the improvement pertains to a plurality 
of auxiliary insert leaves which constitute the afore~ 
mentioned indexing means, that is, for the obverse as 
well as the reverse pages or sides, respectively, of the 
main leaves 10. It will simplify the understanding of the 
invention to dwell upon a single so-called auxiliary in 
sert leaf. This leaf is denoted by the numeral 16 and. 
is made of paper, lightweight cardboard or sheet ma 
terial as the case may be. One marginal edge portion 18 

ice 
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is anchored or bound in place as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 
in particular. The other outer marginal edge is denoted 
by the numeral 20. The upper body portion 22 is pro 
vided with a struck-out elongated relatively narrow rib 
bon-like tongue 24. The slot which is present when the 
tongue is bent down is denoted at 26 particularly in FIG. 
3. The tongue as best illustrated in FIG. 2 in its intact 
form is elongated rectangular and has a central fold 
line 28 which divides the tongue into like half-sections 
30 and 32. The indicia or letters 34 to the right and 
left of the fold line provide the desired indexing letters 
in the ?nished tab. That end of the tongue which is at 
tached and bendable is denoted at 36. The aforementioned 
slit is denoted at 38 and it is in line with the tongue 
and slot and is of a width equal to the tongue. It is in 
the location illustrated in FIG. 2 wherein it will be 
noted that it is substantially parallel with and spaced 
slightly inward from the marginal edge 20. 
The normal and intact state of the insert-leaf is that 

shown in FIG. 2 wherein the tongue 24 is within the 
limits or con?nes of the encompassing slot 26 but is 
ready to be punched out and bent lengthwise to the 
right as shown in FIG. 3. The tongue is bendably ?exible 
and is herein set forth as relatively narrow and ribbon 
like and easily bendable. The distinguishable half-portions 
are set forth here to facilitate describing the tongue 
and the manner in which it is handled and folded or 
bent. The ?rst half portion 32 of the tongue is folded 
at an outer or outward end of the slot as denoted at 36 
and is superimposed upon a coacting reverse surface of 
the inset leaf and is then extended outwardly beyond the 
outer margin edge 20 (FIG. 3) and provides a ?rst tab 
forming ply here conveniently differentiated by the numer 
al 40. Actually the half-portion 32 and so-called ?rst ply 
40 constitute the same component part. The other or 
second half-portion 30 then can be folded and fashioned 
into the second and third plies. The second ply in FIG. 1 
is denoted at 42 and this ply has its end portion threaded 
or passed through the slit 38 after which it is bent and 
creased at 44 to thus de?ne or provide the third ply 
46. These three plies and the folds or creases can best 
be seen in detail in FIG. 6. It will be evident that these 
several plies are in line with each other and when they 
are properly ?tted together they can be glued or other 
wise adjoined whereby to thus provide a triple-ply index 
ing tab. The tab projects su?iciently beyond the edge 20 
that it provides a satisfactory ?nger-grip. In addition by 
arranging the letters 34 to the right and left of the fold 
line 28 the letters can be read from either the obverse 
side appearing in FIG. 5 for example or the reverse side 
(not detailed here). It follows that a ribbon-like readily 
bendable elongate tongue 24 can be punched out of its 
slot and folded progressively in the manner shown in 
FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 to de?ne the desired as well as unique 
tab. 

Experience with a novel insert leaf characterized by the 
struck-out tongue has shown that the tongue is of 
requisite size and shape that it has proved out to be 
simple and practical. The folds or plies which are folded 
and glued together make for a strong and reliable easily 
grippable index tab. The tab can be printed on both 
sides and the corners can, if desired, be trimmed (not 
shown) for appearance if the customer prefers it. 
The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the 

principles of the invention. Further, since numerous 
modi?cations and changes will readily occur to those 
skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention 
to the exact construction and operation shown and de 
scribed, and accordingly all suitable modi?cations and 
equivalent may be resorted to, falling within the scope 
of the invention. 
What is claimed as new is as follows: 
1. For use between and complemental to selectively 

usable main leaves anchored in a bound book such as, 
for example, a telephone or similar directory, a dictionary 
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4 
or the like, indexing means for the obverse as well as the 
reverse pages, respectively, of said main leaves com 
prising a plurality of auxiliary insert-leaves cooperatively 
sandwiched and bound ‘between the anchored portions 
of said main leaves and having free manually turnable 
outward marginal edges coinciding with coacting turn 
able outward margin edges of said main leaves, each in~ 
dexing means embodying an elongate ribbon-like ?exible 
tongue having an inward end joined to a predetermined 
portion of the coacting insert-leaf and a free outward 
end projecting a nominal but signi?cant disiance beyond 
an oriented portion of said manually turnable marginal 
edge, reversely folded upon itself and having a terminal 
portion directed toward and joined with a predeter 
mined edge portion of said leaf and providing a ?nger 
grippable book indexing tab. 

2. The indexing means de?ned in and according to 
claim 1, and wherein said tab embodies ?rst and second 
aligned plies coacting in a manner to strengthen the tab, 
and also wherein said tab embodies obverse and re 
verse indicating faces each provided with indicia, for ex 
ample, the letters A~B or C-D as the case may be. 

3. The indexing means de?ned in and according to 
claim 2, and wherein said tab-forming tongue also em 
bodies a third ply resulting from a folded and creased 
terminal portion, the latter interposed between the afore 
mentioned ?rst and second plies, whereby the over-all 
composite tab is made up of three companion plies. 

4. The indexing means de?ned in and according to 
claim 3, and wherein that portion of said leaf coordinat 
ed and registering with said tab is provided with a tilt 
providing a keeper through and beyond which an end 
portion of the said second ply is threaded. 

5. The indexing means de?ned in and according to 
claim 3, and wherein that portion of said insert-leaf 
which is coordinated and lined up with said tab is pro 
vided with a slit of a length corresponding to the width 
of the second ply and is spaced from and parallel with 
said outward marginal edge, said slit constituting a keeper 
and an end portion of said second ply being threaded 
through and beyond said slit and being united with said 
third ply by way of said folded and creased portion, 
and said folded and creased portion being located be 
tween the reverse surface of said insert-leaf and a portion 
of that part of the tongue which provides said ?rst ply. 

6. For use between and complemental to selectively 
usable main leaves anchored in a bound book such as, 
for example a telephone or similar directory, a dictionary 
or the like, indexing means for the obverse as well as 
the reverse pages, respectively, of said main leaves com 
prising a prefabricated ready-to-use auxiliary insert-leaf 
having an inward marginal edge capable of being bound 
and anchored between the bound portions of the usual 
printed leaves of a book, catalogue or the like, a pre 
scribed portion of the body of said insert-leaf having a 
horizontally elongated relatively narrow tongue struck 
out and providing an elongated slot, a portion of said 
body also having a slit formed therein, said slit being 
of a length corresponding to the width of said tongue, 
being located between an outer bendable and foldable 
end of said tongue and slot and the outer turnable 
marginal edge of said insert-leaf and spaced inwardly 
from and being parallel with said marginal edge and pro 
viding a guide and keeper for a portion of said tongue. 

7. The auxiliary insert-leaf de?ned in and according 
to claim 6, and wherein one transverse end of said tongue 
is integrally but foldably joined to an outward transverse 
end of said slot, said tongue having a fold line midway 
between its ends transforming said tongue into equal 
half-portions, the latter capable of being folded and 
creased to provide three distinguishable but coopera 
tively complemental tab-forming plies. 

v8. The auxiliary insert-leaf de?ned in and according 
to claim 7, and wherein a median portion of the obverse 
surface of said tongue is provided to the left and right, 
respectively, with printed indicia, the letters CD, for 
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example, which are adapted to facilitate the use of the 
tongue when it is being used as an indexing tab. 

‘9. The auxiliary insert lea-f de?ned in and according 
to claim 8 and wherein said tongue is bendably ?exible, 
relatively narrow and ribbon-like, a ?rst half-portion of 
said tongue being folded at an outward end of said slot 
and superimposed upon a coacting reverse surface of said 
insert-leaf and then extended outwardly beyond said out 
ward marginal edge and providing a ?rst tab-forming ply, 
the second half portion being reversely folded and di 
rected toward and threaded through and beyond said 
slit to provide a second ply opposed to the ?rst ply, and 
a free terminal end portion of said second half-portion 
being folded and creased and directed outwardly sand 
Widhed between said ?rst and second plies and coordinat 
ing in providing a triple-ply indexing tab. 

803,709 
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